Abstract-This paper presents a cognitive (belief-desireintention based) agent that can self-explain its behaviour based on its goals and emotions. We implement a cognitive agent, embodied by a nao-robot or virtual avatar thereof, to play a quiz with its user. During the interaction the agent intelligently selects questions to optimally educate the user. We show how the simulation of emotions can be used to generate end-user explanations of the agent's behaviour. With this we provide a first proof of concept showing the value of using simulated emotions in addition to goals for generating agent behaviour explanations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive (Belief-Desire-Intention based) agents benefit from the capability to self-explain their behaviour, i.e., eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI). This improves the user's confidence in the agent's decisions [9] and understanding thereof [8] . Which is of particular importance for cognitive agents because they often operate in consequential domains (e.g., medicine) and are often programmed to be (semi) autonomous [5] .
Current work on XAI for cognitive agents has focussed on citing the goals that these agents pursue with their behaviour [1, 4] . The challenge in this line of work is to make natural (human-like) and understandable end-user explanations.
To address this challenge we identify two sub-problems. 1) Cognitive agents choose their actions (behaviour) on the basis of many different goals that they are reasoning over. Using all these goals for the explanation can convey too much information, which can overflow the user with information and thereby render the explanation useless [7] . The first sub-problem is therefore to find a proper sub-set of goals to use for the explanation. 2) A human explanation for behaviour often also cites emotions that played a role in causing the behaviour [2, 3] . However, for cognitive agents there is no research yet published on how one should go about using emotions in the construction of an explanation. Therefore, we focus on cognitive agents that simulate emotions and investigate how these simulated emotions can be used to construct natural and understandable agent-action explanations.
The context of this work is the PAL-project (a Personal Assistant for a healthy Lifestyle). The PAL-project helps children (aged 7-14) to cope with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM). To increase the child's self-management, we develop a personal assistant (the PAL-agent). The PAL-agent is *The PAL project is supported by Horizon2020 grant nr. 643783-RIA. embodied by a Nao-robot or virtual avatar thereof. We focus on how emotions can benefit the capability of this agent to self-explain its behaviour.
II. METHOD
The PAL-agent has a variable set of learning goals. The child and caregiver together decide what learning goals the agent should aim to achieve. Examples of such learning goals are: 'the child knows one should have breakfast every day', or, 'the child knows how to correct his/ her blood-sugar level when experiencing a hypo'. To achieve such goals the agent can, for example, suggest that the child monitors his or her eating habits or propose an educational quiz.
In this paper, we focus on child and agent playing the quiz together. During the quiz the agent selects questions that educate the child on several learning goals. Sometimes the agent also selects more casual questions that are meant to entertain the child.
A. A Cognitive Agent Simulating Emotions
The agent selects questions based on the set of learning goals. During the child-robot interaction, the agent simulates emotions regarding achieving these goals. Asking a specific question would make the agent hopeful that the child will provide the correct answer.
Emotions are simulated with CAAF [6] . The advantage of using this framework is that it provides a formal definition of how actions and events (asking questions or getting responses), via goals, result in emotions. The framework is based on the belief-desire theory of emotions (BDTE) [10, 11] . In CAAF emotions are always directed at a specific proposition. For example, the agent can be hopeful about the proposition: 'the child correctly answered a question concerning eating healthily'. The agent became hopeful because the proposition was a goal of the agent, and the agent came closer to achieving it.
B. Explain Agent Actions
We can explain an action by citing the goals that the agent was pursuing. We do not need to annotate that some action a is chosen in order to achieve some goal g, but can automatically find this by inspecting the agent's emotions.
We do this by inspecting the emotional state before and after performing some action. Figure 1 shows how the agent can find the most relevant goal for action-explanation. If the agent is hopeful about having taught the child to take a dextrose when experiencing a hypo, then we can use that goal for the action explanation. If the agent is hopeful about many different things then we choose the goal that the agent
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978-1-5386-0680-3/17/$31.00 © 2017 IEEE Fig. 1 . In this figure the agent has three goals: g1, g2, and g3. It simulates its hope of achieving these goals before and after performing action a. Since goal g1 has the largest increase of hope, the agent uses this goal to explain why it performed the action.
was most hopeful about. This can be done by inspecting the intensity of the emotion, which is a value between [0, 1] and simulated by CAAF. If several emotions had the same intensity, then we would randomly choose one.
Instead of citing a goal behind the action, we can also cite one of the emotions simulated by the agent themselves. The most simple way to do this is to use one or more of the positive emotions simulated by performing the action. For example, 'I hope that Jimmy will learn what to do when he's experiencing a hypo'.
III. SELF-EXPLANATION IN THE PAL DOMAIN
We implemented XAI in the PAL-agent. The XAI checks for every question what the underlying motivation was. Note that the XAI solely inspects the agent's emotions before and after an action. It does not require to know the actual action, what answers the child gives, or how the agent's decision making is programmed. The relevant information is embedded in the simulated emotions themselves. Figure 2 shows a question asked by the PAL-agent. The question asked is: 'Just before gym class at school, your blood sugar level is 2.2 mmol/L. What should you do?'. Asking a quiz question is an agent-action. The XAI module then provides an explanation for why the agent chose this particular question. The agent verbally communicates both the quiz-question and the motivation for choosing this question. The explanation provided was: 'I want you to know how to correct your blood-glucose level when you have a hypo. This would make me happy'.
IV. DISCUSSION
An increasing amount of applications contain cognitive agents embodied by robots or virtual avatars. These applications are increasingly often simulating emotions for the agent. Our work on XAI can be used for any cognitive agent that is pursuing its own goals and simulates emotions.
The here presented work is a proof of concept. Future work should research the value of using different emotions for action explanation and when using emotions for the This figure shows a screen-shot of the PAL-system. The PALagent asks a diabetes related question, and verbally explains why it asks this particular question using its simulated emotions. explanation is preferable over using goals. For example, the PAL-project has several user types, i.e., children, parents, and caregivers. One possible line of research is to find if age has an impact on preferring one explanation over the other. Which can, for example, be based on the dimensions of naturalness and understandability of the explanations.
This paper shows the potential of using simulated emotions for the generation of agent-action explanations. We show how the simulation of emotions can be used to find specific goals to cite in the explanation. Furthermore, the resulting explanations can be enriched by citing emotions in addition to goals. This paper thereby presents a first proof of concept for using simulated emotions to generate agentaction explanations.
